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The long-awaited final volume of the Adventures Wanted series. Whalen Vankin is the worlds

greatest wizard, and he has only ever personally trained two other wizards. One is Alexander

Taylor, a young man who has earned a reputation as a brave adventurer, a warrior, and man of

honor. The other is Jabez, Vankin's nephew and a man whose choices have led him down a

different, darker path. Dark magic has covered Westland, and evil is stirring. Whalen and Alex must

journey together into the heart of danger, confronting a sea serpent, battling their way through a

goblin army, and facing down more than one dragon. Alex must find the legendary Axe of Sundering

the one weapon that offers a chance to defeat Jabez and protect the land from the dark wizards

plans. But finding it will be an adventure of its own as the only pathway to the Axe leads through the

underground tunnels and secret passages of Castle Conmar. But Jabez has one final weapon at his

disposal: the powerful Orion Stone, which could spell the end to Whalen and Alex both.
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M. L. Forman lives in the western Rockies. He tries to write as much as possible while still attending

to his many other hobbies, such as fishing, camping, hiking, and almost anything that will allow him

to enjoy the magic of nature. He is also the author of Slathbog's Gold, The Horn of Moran, Albrek's

Tomb,andSands of Nezza--the first four books in the Adventurers Wanted series.



I usually don't post, but this is HUGE INFO. I wanted to share info on RELEASE DATE. I just called

Shadow Mountain and was told M. L. Forman's Adventurers Wanted Book 5: The Axe of Sundering

has a RELEASE DATE IN OCT 2017!!! CAN'T WAIT!!!Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â²Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â†

The Author Experienced a Stroke and Was set back on his writing he has said that he hopes for it to

be published sometime early next year.So do not fret it will be coming soon

Hay guys, Give Forman a break already! The guy has been really ill and is recovering from a

serious problem, and people are crying because he is late publishing the book. You should be

happy he is alive and around to get this next one out to us! Instead of complaining with the lateness

of the publishing, wish M.L. Forman "speedy recovery", and be thankful you are fortunate enough to

get the book in the near future. Just my point of view.

Absolutely love these books. Can't wait to read the next one, but wishing the author a speedy

recovery and good health above all.

love your books! i am sure i will love this one too! i work at a library and your books are very

popular! sorry to hear you have been ill i wish you all the best and a very speedy recovery! thanks

for being such a wonderful clean author for kids and kids at heart!

Love the series ML. Cant wait to read this I am sure its just as good as the rest... BTW I hope your

health is getting better and I hope you have a speedy recovery.

Im pretty sure I'm going to love this book like the rest since i love this series!!! Hope Mr. Forman

feels better he's Awesome!!!

Great series. The latest release date I heard for this book is April 2015.
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